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Abstract. Public health servicesoften have to deal
with reportedclustersof adversehealth events. An
importantcharacteristicof diseaseclustersis that the
involved communityoften is concernedabout environmental factors influencinghealth. To facilitate
clusterinvestigations,a stepwiseprotocol was developed in the Netherlands,based on internationalliterature.Essentialis the two-wayapproach,consisting
Attenof a disease-trackand an environment-track.
is
environmental
tion to potential
exposures as importantas attentionto the reporteddiseases,not only
becauseenvironmentalpollution often is the reason
of public concern and thus relevant for risk
communication, but also for deciding about the
boundaries of the population at risk. Moreover,
environmentalinformation is necessaryfor judgement of the plausibilityof a causal relationand for
advising measuresto preventexposure.Within this

two-way approach, three stages are distinguished:
orientationstage, verificationstage and quantification stage. Only if an increasedrisk as well as an
elevatedexposureis verified,undercertainconditions
a case-controlstudy may be usefulto study causality
betweenexposureand adversehealth events. During
all stages of the investigation,good risk communication strategies have to be -taken into account.
However, even then it might be difficultto prevent
conflicts, because of the differinginterests between
expertsand the communityinvolved.One of the most
importantaspects that determinejudgementsabout
risks by threatenedpeople, is controllability;that is
why communityparticipationis essential.Therefore
it can be concluded that cluster managementis a
mutual endeavour for experts, public and media,
where experts are judged on three characteristics:
expertise,credibilityand empathy.
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Introduction
Most public health servicesreceivequestionsabout
unusual aggregationsof comparablecases of a rare
disease in a specificarea, time period and/or population.Concernedcitizensoftenlink these'clusters'of
diseaseto environmentalpollution,for instanceto a
waste incinerator,an airport,a nuclearaccident,etc.
Severalguidelinesare availableto aid the investigator
to managethese clusters[1, 2].
The presentpaper deals with clustermanagement
as a mutualendeavourof the health agencyand the
concerned community. The investigator, the concernedcommunityand the mediaeach havetheirrole
to play in clustermanagement.
In the first two paragraphsFischhoffs valuable
adviceis summarized,whichis offeredby more than
20 years of thinkingand researchin risk communication and risk perception,respectively.The third
paragraphgivesadvicein dealingwith the media.The
fourth paragraphmentions the consequencesof all
this advice for cluster management.The fifth paragraph presentsa stepwiseprotocol for investigating
clusters,aimed at continuousmutualunderstanding,

obtaininga satisfyinganswerand an efficientuse of
researchmethods; in the three steps the protocol
distinguishes,special attentionis paid to the role of
investigators,concernedcommunityand media. The
last paragraphgives the most importantconclusions.
advice
Risk communication
In a reviewof 20 years literatureon risk perception
and risk communication,Fischhoff [3] distinguished
the following developmentalstages of risk communicationstrategiesin risk management:
1. All we have to do is get the numbersright
2. All we have to do is tell them the numbers
3. All we have to do is explainwhat we mean by the
numbers
4. All we have to do is show them that they have
acceptedsimilarrisksin the past
5. All we have to do is show them that it is a good
deal for them
6. All we have to do is treat them nice
7. All we have to do is make them partners
8. All of the above.
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The historical perspective Fischhoff offers, can
also be seen in specific risk problems. It may start
with a risk analysis in the privacy of the expert's
office (stage 1). At some time the results are shown
to a concerned community (stage 2). In almost all
instances, the numbers do not speak for themselves,
because they are unintelligible to nontechnical people or because they contain basic assumptions and
uncertainties. So the numbers must be explained
(stage 3). Often, explaining goes beyond giving
technical details and background information. It is
also a matter of separating aspects of primary and
secondary importance and thus of making choices.
The calculated risks have to be put in perspective.
This can be done by comparing risks, in which an
unfamiliar risk is contrasted with a more familiar
one (stage 4). At this stage, conflicts may arise. For
instance, people may become infuriated if they are
told that they should not worry over the risks of
living in polluted air because the risk of getting
cancer from it is as small as the risk of getting
cancer when you smoke 0.14 cigarettes a year. The
anger can go both ways, because the researcher explaining risks at a public hearing may also become
irritated over a public that gets excited over air
pollution with an annual risk of causing cancer of
1 in a million, while during the break they light a
cigarette from their daily package with a corresponding risk of getting cancer of 1 in 200. As the
conflict evolves, it will turn out that it is not only the
risk that matters. The distribution of advantages and
disadvantages, compensation for people who suffer
losses and available alternatives also come into the
picture. A full explanation of all relevant aspects
may follow (stage 5). At this point, a profound
change in approach may occur. The previous stages
were all about the content of a message the researcher delivered to an audience. In the next stage,
the researcher may realise that even perfect messages
need not be perceived as such. In order to attain
this, the public must be treated nice and the message
must be targeted to the audience (stage 6). A welltargeted message can also be seen as a sophisticated
way to ease the opposition. Being nice is only one
aspect of establishing a relationship, involving people in risk management is the last, but crucial step
(stage 7).
Fischhoff argues that good risk communication
invokes all the above-mentioned stages. But he emphasises that even with all these stages taken into
account, good risk communication will not prevent
all conflicts. Avoiding conflicts is not a realistic, or
even a legitimate, goal for risk communication.
Conflicts based on misunderstandings or unacceptable solutions can be avoided. Conflicts based on
differing interests and values remain, but these are
real issues in a democracy. In the end it could be said
that good risk communication leads to fewer, but
better conflicts.

Risk perception advice
The stages in the history of risk communication can
be well understood if we look at some basic insights
obtained in the related field of risk perception. The
risk perception literature mentions dozens of demographic, psychological, social and cultural factors
which determine judgements about risks. In Table 1
some important factors are mentioned together with
the way in which they influence risk perception. These
different factors can also very well explain why and
how conflicts as described above occur. Experts and
people who feel threatened themselves judge a risky
situation differently, because they judge the same
situation on the basis of different factors.
A striking absentee from the list in Table 1 is an
aspect that is most important to the expert: the expected annual mortality or morbidity. It is by now a
well-established fact that lay people's risk perception
is only slightly determined by this [4, 5]. This is a
striking conclusion, because risk policies in several
countries and many experts' perceptions are predominantly based on data like expected annual
mortality or morbidity.
The explanation for the different perceptions of
experts and lay people of environmental threats is
very straightforward and seems rather simple. Nevertheless, different perceptions do occur and they lead
to misunderstandings and disagreements. Different
perceptions can be overcome if experts and responsible authorities take the factors of the table into
account. In each specific situation other factors can
be dominant. Discovering which factors are most
important in a specific situation therefore is not
achieved by automatically going through a checklist,
but shows more resemblance to the construction of a
story.
In many situations, the factor controllability is very
important. If the community is involved in decision
making from the beginning, risk communication will
almost always be successful.
Involved and motivated members of a concerned
community can acquire technical skills which equal
those of experts. They become experts themselves.
Most people, however, do not have the time or the
Table 1. Determiningfactorsof risk perception
Aspect

Makes
Makes
more afraid less afraid

Low
(assumed)Controllability
Voluntariness
Low
Few
Advantagesof the activity
Industry
Origin
High
Catastrophicpotential
Trustin responsibleauthorities Low
Opennessof responsible
authorities
Little

High
High
Many
Nature
Low
High
Much
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motivation to become an expert. To get hold of the
situation, they judge the messenger more than the
message. In doing this, the public poses the following
demands to experts and responsible authorities:
1. expertise: being knowledgeable, but also able to
deal with uncertainties and premises;
2. credibility: being credible and trustworthy;
3. empathy: being receptive to emotions.
Risk communication, risk perception and the media
It is not an easy job for responsible authorities and
experts to take all relevant factors of a risk problem
into account and to live up to the three demands
posed above. The job is even more difficult if media
follow and cover the story meticulously. The majority
of the public gets their information about risks from
the media. At the same time, the media do not constitute the most credible source for people. Several
studies [6, 7] have shown that media rank first as used
source, but much lower as credible source. This suggests that the public is not an innocent victim which
can be infected by media messages in all wanted directions. People can be critical about what they learn
from the media and judge its credibility and reliability
by consulting other sources, especially when media
messages have implications for their own lives.
It can be questioned whether media can create a
risk controversy [4]. Media coverage is determined by
health, political and other consequences of a risk issue and not the other way around [8]. Nevertheless,
media can make risks real, vivid and look fearsome.
Since judgements of risks are influenced by imagination, dramatisation and memorability, media can
influence risk debates to a large extent [9].
Wilkins and Patterson [10] note several ways in
which media can complicate risk communication.
The most important complication is that the sender
has no control over the message delivered. The loss of
sender control is exacerbated by the lack of feedback.
Risk communication advice emphasises the importance of interaction. Communication through the
media is often a one-way process, with no opportunity for direct intervention and very little opportunity
for reactions. Several authors [4, 5] offer advice to
deal with the complications caused by the media.
These advices range from simple rules of thumb to
keep media messages focused, simple and clear to
outlines of proactive media strategies. In all advice
the importance of credibility and being receptive to
the needs of journalists is emphasised. The manual
written by Hance et al. [5] stresses the important
point that, although it is important to inform journalists as soon as possible, involved parties, including
the affected community, must be informed before a
story gets to the media. The only exception is when
the affected community is so large that they can only
be informed through the media.

Risk communication advice for cluster management
In the foregoing a lot of lessons to be learnt from risk
communication and risk perception have been given.
What does all this mean for cluster management?
Most advice can be used directly. Probably the
most important advice is that cluster management
leaves ample room for community involvement [11].
Investigation of a cluster often starts with questions
from worried citizens or citizen committees. A reported cluster is best seen as a common problem for
the involved community and the responsible authorities and experts. Cluster management then becomes
a common endeavour as well. The interests of the
concerned community and the responsible authorities
and experts should coincide as much as possible and
in order to achieve this they should work together as
much as possible. The box shows a famous example
in which interests of the researcher and the affected
community did not coincide.
In the Turkish village of Karain an unexpected
large number of people acquired and died of a
specific form of mesotheliome. A competent
Turkish researcher, BariS, discovered after a series
of inventive investigations that the mineral erionite
was responsible for the large number of cases.
Erionite is a mineral that resembles asbestos. It is
found in abundance in the rocky soil of Karain.
People used the material to build their houses,
pottery and other household products. They were
living in the midst of a mesotheliome causing
mineral, breathing it in continuously.
After Bari? had discovered the link between erionite and mesotheliome, the village was struck with
disaster. The people from neighbouring villages no
longer bought products from Karain. Also, nobody wanted to marry the young men and women
of Karain anymore. In the words of the villagers,
Karain was 'cursed'. The curse could not be removed, because the Turkish government said to
have no money to solve the problem.
Bari? of course did not intend to inflict this misfortune on Karain, but the net effect of his skilful
investigations was that he became the enemy of the
people of Karain.
Based on Neutra 1990
As a corollary of the advice previously given, it is
important to find out which factors determine
judgements of risks in the specific cluster at hand.
These factors can be the ones mentioned in the table,
but they can also be other factors or even unsolved
controversies and problems which have nothing to do
with clusters at all. The US Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) published a manual with guidelines
for investigating clusters of health events [1] which
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also states that cluster investigatorsshould understand the variousways in which individualsrespond
to stressfulsituationsand react to uncertainties.Investigatorsalso shouldbe able to recognisethe source
of inevitable community suspicions and demands.
They should respond to these without hostility and
should be able to diffusethem. Finally, investigators
must be aware of and responsiveto the fact that a
perceivedproblemmust be resolvedresponsiblyand
sympathetically,even if no underlyingcommunity
health problemor clusterof diseasetruly exist.
In general,there is a need for a fuller recognition
of the role of social and culturalcontext of cluster
research, which may require the adoption of
combined qualitative and quantitative research
approaches[12].
The CDC manual[1]also offersadviceto deal with
the mediain clustermanagement.A lot of this advice
resemblesthe advicegiven in Hance et al. [5] and the
National Research Council [4]. The CDC manual
emphasisesthat publichealthagenciesmust be aware
of media 'imperatives'.Investigators must understand the factors that influencethe variousmedia in
their selection and presentationof stories: e.g. the
desirefor a pictorial/visualcomponent,the presence
of conflict or controversy, the presence of strong
emotive content and the availability of target for
blame. Similarly,investigatorsmust recognise that
the media tend to simplifycomplex, technicalexplanations, therebylosing subtle distinctionsor qualifications. Thus, investigators should distill the
messagesthey wish to convey and presentthemin the
way they are most likely to be transmittedwithout
confusion or distortion. Investigatorsmust be prepared to stresskey points, provide backgroundnecessary for understandingand be straightforward
regardingwhat is fact, what is speculation,and what
is not known. Most of all, investigatorsmust remain
co-operativeand responsiveand must be preparedto
provideneededinformationrapidly,beforedistortion
and discord have been introduced into the public
exchanges.
Stepwise protocol for dealing with clusters

To facilitateclusterresearch,a model was developed
whichcontainsthree steps:exploration,qualification
and quantification[2]. In each of these three steps,
questionshave to be answeredabout the cases ('disease track'),about the suspectedexposure('environment track') and about the plausibilityof a causal
relationbetweenthese two (see Figure 1). After the
second step a decision has to be made to stop or
continuethe investigation.
Attentionto possibleenvironmentalexposuresis as
importantas attention to the reporteddiseases,not
only because environmentalpollution often is the
motive for public concernand thus relevantfor risk

Clusters of Disease related to Environment

Disease

Environment

Figure1. Clustersof diseaserelatedto environment.

communication,but also for definingthe population
at risk.In fact it is inaccurateto definethe population
at risk only on the basis of the reported cases, a
phenomenonthat is called 'Texas sharp shooting'.
Moreover, environmentalinformation is necessary
for advisingpreventivemeasuresand for judgement
of the plausibilityof a causal relation.
In the remainderof this paper, the three steps are
explicated. The roles of investigator, concerned
communityand media in each step are discussed.
Exploratory step

The exploratorystep only consists of the preparation
of the visit to the personwho has contactedthe health
agency with his worries. General information is
gatheredabout the expectedfrequencyof occurrence
of the disease, the potential risk factors, the local
exposurepossibilities(by visiting the area) and the
biologic plausibilityof a relation between exposure
and disease(by reviewingliterature).
Qualification step

The qualificationstep consists in the first place of a
visit to the person who representsthe concerned
community.Personal communicationwith the concernedpersonsin their own environmentis essential
for many reasons[13].
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Firstly,it is importantas a sign of genuineinterest
and sharedconcern.
Secondly,it enablesa firstroughassessmentof the
social context.Is worrywidespread,how worriedare
people and why are people worried(are there other
problemsbesidesthe cluster)?
In the third place, a visit is importantto get an
impression of the neighbourhood and its sociodemographiccharacteristics,especiallyage and the
presence of children. This impressionmay help to
understandwhy peopleareworried.An impressionof
socio-demographiccharacteristicsmay also help in
the setup of communicationat a later stage.
A fourth reason why a visit can be importantis
to exchangeinformationwhich is basic to the investigation and management of the cluster. Local
residentshave basic informationon the numberof
cases and possibleroutes of exposureto an environmental pollutant.It may be very worthwhileto ask
concernedpersonsto list the numberof healthevents
(the numberof ill or deceasedpersons)togetherwith
basic data like address, years of residence,gender,
age, year of diagnosis or death, sort of disease,
occupation,smokinghabits, etc. It may be helpfulif
the health agency supplies forms and answering
envelopes, enabling local residents to fill in the
answersas easy as possible [11]. The filled-informs
are returnedto the investigatorat the health agency,
who can compilethe list.
Lastly,a firstpersonalvisit can be used to provide
people with some generaloral and writteninformation about the disease of concernand its causes. In
this information, it can be made clear that most
diseases are not the result of one particularfactor,
but result from an interaction between natural
dispositionand a complex of environmentalfactors.
This means that it is very difficultto prove a causal
relation between a disease and local environmental
factors. Misunderstandingsof the plausibilityof a
causal relation between environmentalfactors and
health effects are common. Many people do not
sufficientlyrealisethat substantialexposureto a risk
factor is essentialto becomeill. Care,however,must
be taken that this informationis not consideredas a
definitive answer. To a limited extent, attention
shouldalso be given to problemswhichhave nothing
to do with the environment.The least an investigator
can do, is to understandsuch problems.
At the end of the visit, agreementscan be made
aboutthe next stepsin the managementof the cluster.
The data collected by or with the assistance of
concernedcommunity memberscan, together with
somecrudecount of the numberof housesand people
in the neighbourhoodof concern,or populationdata
fromlocal authorities,be comparedto the nationalor
regional expected frequency of occurrenceof the
disease.In some situationsadditionalmedicalinformationfromgeneralpractitionerswithpatientsin the
neighbourhoodof concernmay be helpfulto consider

whether the suspect cases constitute an aetiologic
entity. With the availabledata, a back-of-the-envelope assessmentis possible:higheror not higherthan
expected.
Often, assessments(especiallyin clusters of adult
cancersin an ageing community)will have the conclusion that no excess number of ill or deceased
people can be demonstrated.Many persons in the
concernedcommunitymay not believe this conclusion. The investigatorshould not expect that one
visit, one telephonecall, one letter and one meeting
with maybe a very clear overviewand assessmentof
the clustercan take awayworrythat has beenpresent
for many years.The investigatorcan offer to keep in
contact with the communityrepresentative.
Concernsabout exposureto environmentalpollutants need independent attention. So in addition
environmentaldata have to be collected from local
authoritiesto verify or falsify the suspicions.
In the qualificationstep, contacts with the media
need not take place, except when they are involved
already.In the lattercase, it is likely that mediahave
been influential,for instancein getting the clusteron
the publicor politicalagenda.It is importantthen to
contact the media as soon as possible to make
agreementsabout the informationthat will be provided to them.At the same time appreciationcan be
asked for the need to informthe concernedcommunity beforethe media are informed.Most mediawill
understandthis as long as it is made clear to them
that no informationwill be held back.
Quantificationstep

If the signal is not rejectedso far, a more extended
investigation is necessary. Examining the 'disease
track'and the 'environmenttrack' simultaneouslyis
obligatoryfor a correct definitionof the index and
referencepopulation.The availabilityof diseaseand
environmentaldata at the desired(geographical)level
may influence these definitions and therefore the
results.
The frequency of occurrence of the concerned
diseasein the possiblyexposedpopulationhas to be
compared(age standardised)with adequatereference
data to decide whetheror not the cluster is verified
and needs further attention. Preferably, national
registershave to be usedfor indexas well as reference
data.
The complexity of quantitative research makes
investigatorsincline to do their researchin a sort of
solitaryconfinement.After weeks or even months of
collectingdata, performingcalculationsand reviews
by colleagues, a well-calculatedconclusion is presented to the concernedcommunity.In many cases,
this conclusion learns that no significant increase in

the numberof cases can be demonstratedor that an
observedincreasecan be best explained by coincidence.Often,the impatientpublicis not amused,does
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not believe the conclusion and may become outraged.
Instead of the original problem of an alleged excessive
number of ill people, now the problem of the health
agency quickly becomes how to ease the concerned
community. Valuable time and money must subsequently be spent on solving this problem.
So, whatever the conclusions and the following
investigations are, they should be shared with the
community. The CDC manual [1] repeats some of
the advice that was given before: simply presenting
the numbers will not suffice.
As a reported cluster is not selected at random,
the probability that an excess would have come to
attention by chance alone cannot be assessed [14].
Therefore the magnitude of increased risk may be
more important to decide for further research than
the results of advanced statistical significance tests
[15].
If there is a biological plausible and temporal
logical relation with an environmental agent, further
investigation of routes and amount of exposure
should be done in addition (step 3: exposure track).
Even if no indication of an excess number of ill or
deceased people is obtained, an environmental risk
assessment is essential to decide if accepted exposure
limits are exceeded. Exceedance of reference values
for pollutants must be managed, preferably by sanatation of the source of exposure: 'first clean up the
mess!' [16]. Such an environmental intervention may
be more important for the community than proving a
causal relation! Planning and implementing preventive actions can be done without having proved a
causal relation, because an inability to give a proof of
hazard is not to be taken as a proof of safety. The
latter is what the public asks for, but this requires
much higher numbers [17, 18].
If an increased risk is found that cannot be explained by artefacts (as reporting bias by publicity)
and if an elevated exposure is determined, a causal
relation can only be made plausible by conducting a
case-control study to measure (a proxy of) the individual exposure and possible confounders. However,
a causal association can only be made probable if this
case-control study meets several conditions [16, 19]:
1. minimal 5 patients with a homogeneous disease;
2. minimal relative risk of about 10;
3. sufficient variation in well-quantifiable personal
exposure;
4. minimal publicity to minimalise exposure suspicion bias.
Because of the last condition the study has to be
carried out preferably in another population than the
concerned one, unless local exposure is too specific.
An example of the latter is a case-control study on
the association between a cluster of childhood haematopoietic malignancies and local exposures to
pesticides in a horticultural community [20].
An extended study will take a long time. At several
points choices and assumptions must be made. The

least an investigator should do is to inform the
community about the progress of the study. Still
better is to have meetings at regular intervals. At
these meetings, community members can be informed
on the progress of the study, but they can also participate in deciding about basic assumptions. According to Graber and Aldrich [13] and Neutra [11],
local residents have a number of potentially valuable
roles to play and working with a community can
improve the scientific quality of an epidemiological
study. Meetings can be formalised by having the
community form a citizen advisory committee which
follows the study and meets at regular intervals [11,
13, 21]. The advantages of close co-operation with the
community are many: developing stable relationships, creating mutual understanding, deeper understanding of the scientific aspects by community
members and of public concerns by investigators,
increased opportunity for the exchange of information and early notification of the community. There
are also pitfalls in working with a citizen advisory
committee. The most important one is that the
committee can become elitist and lose touch with the
community at large. There is also a danger of delay,
but the time which is lost in working with a committee during an investigation is often more than won
at the end of the investigation when the concerned
community has to be informed.
The moment a conclusion is drawn and the concerned community is informed, it is also necessary to
inform the media. A proactive media strategy, using
the advice in for instance Hance et al. [5], can be
planned. Preferably, this strategy is devised together
with representatives of the concerned community.
Contacts with the media are less fruitful during an
investigation. Media will mainly be interested in
conclusions and not in procedural aspects or discussions on details. The media may be interested in
disputes about basic assumptions, especially if a citizen advisory committee is involved and differing
opinions exist. Care should be taken that responsible
authorities and the citizen committee do not try to
prove their right through the media. This could result
in a war which the media will be more than glad to
feed. Whenever possible, responsible authorities and
citizen committee should say the same things. To
attain this, they should prepare media contacts together. Written communications could even be devised in a joint effort. At last it may be worthwhile to
go to the media through a spokesperson of the
community or together with such a person.

Conclusions
The fields of risk communication and risk perception
offer valuable lessons which can be very useful in
cluster management. The present paper mentions a
few of these lessons and directs the interested reader
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to the relevant literature in which more extended and
detailed advice can be found. The most important
lesson is that a cluster is a common problem of the
concerned community, responsible authorities and
involved experts and management of a cluster is their
common enterprise. Cluster management can be divided into three steps: exploration, qualification and
quantification. The aforementioned parties and the
media each have their specific role to play in the
subsequent steps. As cluster management progresses
to later steps and investigations become more complex epidemiologically, community involvement
should remain high. If the community is fully informed and involved in decision making from the
beginning, risk communication and thus cluster
management will almost always be successful.
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